


FUEL EFFICIENT E474 ENGINE: 4 CYLINDER, 4 VALVE 3 LITRE CRS ENGINE

Introducing Pro 2095XP Diesel with E474 CRS engine and 5 & 6-Speed 
gearbox. Its best-in-class mileage and revolutionary driver comfort 
puts it miles ahead of the closest competition & its next-gen 
technology will remain ahead of the curve for years to come. A new 
Badshah of the roads, the Pro 2095XP promises to make you the 
Badshah of your business.
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Eicher is creating a new benchmark in the Indian commercial vehicle industry,
with a revolutionary BS VI solution that combines global technology with innovative 
support services. This solution doesn’t just make your vehicle BS VI compliant
but ensures higher productivity of the truck and profitability of your business.

E�cient EATS and engine technology
Best fluid economy: Lower fuel consumption + DEF consumption combined.

Reliable EATS + engine technology tested for over 56,00,000 km.

Duty cycle based SCR for high reliability & low maintenance.

Enhanced UPTIME
Eicher Uptime Centre for 24x7 support by specialists.

GPS enabled service vans just a phone call away.

Remote diagnostics for quick repair of BS VI vehicles.

Euro VI Expertise for 6 years
VECV has been  manufacturing and supplying base engines to the Volvo Group since 2013.

     Over  1,00,000 Euro VI base engines supplied, operating in 41 countries.

 First to rollout BS VI CV range in India, incorporating expertise of Euro VI technology.

MORE BUSINESS. MORE PROFIT.



Safety Ka Badshah.
1 Stronger and Sturdier Dual Panel Cabin that passes vehicle Crash Test.

2 Foot rest inside the door for dust & water protection.

3 Enhanced outside visibility for driver-bigger windshield, angular windows,    
 better rear view via mirrors.

4 High Wattage DRL Headlamps with twin reflectors.
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Mileage Ka Badshah.
1 Eicher E474 4 Valve DOHC CRS Engine with industry best flat torque range.

2 M Booster+ helps to get Best in class mileage with di�erent payload   
 selections with Power, Eco and Eco+ mode.

3 Fuel Coaching is a Driver’s real time coach for improving fuel economy with dynamic  
 Green band Zone which illuminates with right Speed and gears combination.

4 Cruise Control provides a fatigue free driving experience by maintaining speed without  
 pressing pedal and helps improve mileage.
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1 High strength stronger cargo body with more corrugation depth, strengthened
         columns  and stronger tail gate.

2 Lifetime maintenance free Monotron propeller shaft.

3 Grease Free Semi-elliptical Suspension.

 4 Stronger and Rugged Domex 650 chassis with high yield strength.

Reliability Ka Badshah.
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Comfort Ka Badshah.
1 10 degree cooler cabin & most silent cabin in category.

2 4-Stage High Speed Blower for comfortable journeys. 

3 Most comfortable seating (105 degree tilting, 180 mm seat travel, lumber             
 support, lateral sleeping).

4 Walk through cabin.

Infotainment system with steering-mounted control in DLX variant.





Moulded carpet

Product Variants.1 Stronger and Sturdier Dual Panel Cabin that passes vehicle Crash Test.

2 Foot rest inside the door for dust & water protection.

3 Enhanced outside visibility for driver-bigger windshield, angular windows,    
 better rear view via mirrors.

4 High Wattage DRL Headlamps with twin reflectors.
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